The effect of across-frequency differences in masking level on spectro-temporal pattern analysis.
Masking noise well separated in frequency from the signal may improve the detectability of the signal if the masking noise is modulated. This effect is referred to as co-modulation masking release (CMR). The present experiments examine the effect of across-frequency differences in masking noise level on CMR. Three experiments were performed, each using a different method to create modulated noise stimuli having across-frequency differences in the spectrum level. All stimulation was monaural. Experiment I used a notched noise method (selectively reducing the level for the critical band centered on the signal). Experiment II used a method in which the level of a 100-Hz-wide masker centered on the signal was varied, and flanking noise bands were of constant level. Experiment III used a method in which flanking noise bands were varied in level, and the 100-Hz-wide masker centered on the signal was of constant level. The signal was a 1000-Hz, 300-ms pure tone. The CMR effect was negated by small spectral notches centered on the signal (experiment I). However, CMR proved to be relatively robust to across-frequency level differences in experiments II and III (a CMR effect occurred for across-frequency differences in spectrum level as great as 20 dB). Low CMR's obtained in experiment I were probably due to relatively poor correlation of across-frequency modulation pattern which occurred with notched noise. The results of experiments II and III suggest that the fluctuation pattern is of primary importance in providing release from masking, and that information on absolute levels, coded across frequency, is of less importance.